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To Secure These Rights: The Declaration of Independence and Constitutional Interpretation
Governor: House recess will cause Idaho government problems
Consutional History Of The State
If the states are sovereign and can form the Union, then they may leave it, that is, secede from it. That doctrine set fire to the nation when confederate ...
Adler: What were they thinking? Disaster for the Constitution: Flawed assertions of state sovereignty
The BDN Editorial Board operates independently from the newsroom, and does not set policies or contribute to reporting or editing articles elsewhere in the newspaper or on bangordailynews.com. Once ...
EDITORIAL: It is time to change the way Maine selects its AG, treasurer and secretary of state
No doctrine has posed a greater threat to the U.S. Constitution than the flawed assertion of state sovereignty. It represented the extreme versions of the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions of ...
Disaster for the Constitution: Flawed assertions of state sovereignty
Pennsylvania will take a unique place among states where Republican lawmakers across the country have tried to roll back the emergency powers that governors wielded during the COVID-19 pandemic, as ...
1st ballot test of governor’s pandemic powers starts in PA
How to interpret the evolving Constitution contemporarily, and the Supreme Court’s crucial role in the process, has been the abiding concern of its students and observers—whether they are lawyers, ...
To Secure These Rights: The Declaration of Independence and Constitutional Interpretation
Unification is one of the great themes of modern German history ... Final Months of the Volkskammer: Constitutional Problems of Accession and the First All-German Election (pp. 65-72) After the ...
The Imperfect Union: Constitutional Structures of German Unification
Idaho Gov. Brad Little says the state House’s decision to recess rather than officially adjourn like the Senate did will create major dysfunction in state government.
Governor: House recess will cause Idaho government problems
In an amicus curiae brief, he argues that a foray into the history of the state’s constitutional founding and sweeping reforms passed in 1972 are conclusively in favor of the validity of ...
With court hearing on recreational marijuana imminent, lawyer says history holds the answer
Although the Safavids ruled Iran with various degrees of strength and different modi operandi after the Seljuq and Mongol eras, tribal politics continued to have an impact on the state ... serving ...
The Iranian Constitutional Revolution and the Clerical Leadership of Khurasani
Thousands of young people and college students have been at the forefront of Colombia’s antigovernment protests for more than two weeks, armed with improvised shields made from garbage cans and ...
Bleak futures fuel widespread protests by young Colombians
Greg Abbott promoting the “constitutional carry” of firearms ... 1836. (The Texas State Historical Association is a wealth of knowledge and could help with the education of our politicians.) ...
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